
What did I learn in the last 
three weeks

Yeah Yeah 



Respiratory system 

The air got into our mouths and nose and down through the 
trachea (wind pipe) and got to the bronchi which is the branch 
that goes into lungs.In the lungs the bronchus become smaller 
which is called bronchioles.At each end of  bronchioles there is 
a little round thing called alveoli and around it are some blood 
tubes that is called capillaries,well how it works?First the air 
goes into alveoli and go through the walls of  alveoli to the 
capillaries and the blood also gives out some thing called 
carbon dioxide (CO2) and this is a poison gas that is not good 
for our body so we breath it out.The bloods cells get the oxygen 
and go around our body and got back.

Respiratory system is the main part of  our body and it's the 
largest organ in our body.

How it works 



So keep your lungs healthy and save,evolved pollution and don't 
smoke.Do more exercise and that will be a gift that's expensive 

than gold for your lungs.Remenber you only have two lungs and 
smoke can be many. 

Circulatory system 
Circulatory system is your heart and it pumps blood out and get 

no oxygen blood in.

How it works 
The circulatory system works very hard like they first pump out 

the have oxygen blood out and the blood tubes that sent them are 
called arteries and the blood tubes that carries no oxygen but have 
carbon dioxide blood are called veins,and these thing just happens 
in a second or two!Imagine you need to use your muscles in every 

single second?I think it is hard for me!



Keep your heart healthy because it is working hard for you

I'm working hard for you!

Digestive system 
Digestive system is a system that takes energy from food to get 

nutrition.How it works Your food's trip begins with our mouth.First food is bitten whith 
our teeth and get soft with our saliva and go down through the 

esophagus (food pipe) and to the stomach.In the stomach there is a 
liquid called digestive juices that breaks down the food more and it 

comes from liver and pancreas after that food goes into small 
intestine where tiny fur called villi,absorb nutritions.After the 

small intestine



comes big intestine,In the big intestine  food become dry because 
of  it absor the water and becomes fence and got out of  our body.

Hello 

The End


